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01 How to make your product tell a
story

SCQA - The Storytelling Framework

● Situation: Who is our hero?

● Complication: An inciting incident or problem that needs to be solved.

● Question: The drama: What are the possible outcomes?

● Answer: What happened? What can we learn from it?



Sales Demo - The Storytelling Framework

Client
What does their day-day

look like?

Problem:
What’s annoying about their

experience.

Feature
Show the feature and how it

was designed to address
the problem.

Benefit:
How will this feature affect
their day-to-day experience

for the better?

Breakout Room: Director’s Cut

● Tips:
- Omit the unnecessary

- Listen to the questions you get back

- Focus on the problem

● Pitch your film: Choose one product feature and give a 30 second pitch to your
partner.

● Get feedback: Your partner will ask one follow up question and one suggestion on
where the plot could go

● Switch Roles: Listen to your partner pitch and be prepared to ask them questions
and give feedback.



Exercise: Product Storytelling

1. Set the scene. List out your clients day-to-day jobs, tasks and responsibilities. How
will their skills need to develop in order to be the best at their job?

2. Identify the Antagonist. Identify which jobs they’d most like to delegate and write
down the most annoying parts of those jobs.

3. Introduce the Guide. What is the feature that deals with their most painful
problems? What’s the best way to show it in context?

4. Show them the future. Describe the new world they will live in once they’ve
overcome their current problem. Tease what they could do if their problem didn’t
exist.

02 The Alley-Oop Method for
Client Engagement

● Questions:

● What more could you accomplish if you didn’t have this problem?

● How much worse will things get if you continue to have this problem?

● What other ways could you use this feature?

● The method:

● Set the scene and tell the story behind the product feature.

● End your  story with the possibility of a new future.

● Ask your prospect questions to help them build out that future in more
detail.



Exercise: Pitch Practice

1. Pitch me a product feature.

2. Tease the benefit.

3. Let the audience develop the potential benefits.

03 Best tools to use for product
demos

Product Demo Software

● Demodesk:

Product demo software with interactive screen sharing. Great client experience

● Zoom:

Convenient because most people have Zoom, but if they don’t, they’ll need to
download to use.

● Google Meet:

Easy for teams that already use Google for business.

● Join me:

Have worked with many teams using this in the past. Haven’t updated features
enough for me.



10 Most Common Video Conferencing Problems

1. Download required to join the meeting.

2. Corporate firewall or incompatible browser blocking the use of conferencing
software.

3. Trouble joining by phone.

4. Conferencing tool lacks modern audio conferencing technology.

5. Lack of experience with online meeting technology.

6. Technical glitches from insufficient internet bandwidth.

7. Screen sharing is slow and lags.

8. Participants often experience bad resolution.

9. Sensitive data accidentally being shared.

10. Interactive meetings are difficult to realize.


